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͇Έfƞȭ©ڄƱٺ؉ãЫfƞצ˰ѴƛИč֙�§ǃȑɧ�fƞϛ̾ѩҍшǳӬŸ]ȈڄИǡ͓̾ԗfƞѩҍfɸш &4=4;>?4�

&A8<4 ǒƻPēӣƞ٧ֹΜ�èŸƞǆ½ЦƱٺ؉ǆǳӄωǳ̉˪ �>A34=�)CA441PĵИfɸfƞًєʌңć�ªĲƻҝѤšǳӬQŃ[ȭ©fƞɧ

�ͭ¾ă͛ΜָǀָшƘeױʷآ¤٪Ѹס�WĨŒآ¤шċױΜָfԄāڄ��ăč͓ԗƱٺ؉ǆǳPƱٺ؉ǆǳДσăͦ�Ņıĵӝ͓ȯғ

ǆǳQƘeآ¤ăčȝM٫ƳNŸMҎΡΩ͞Nceͭ¾kٖшĄȁŕՠպ÷̖ͭפՠӅֆȧѳڄŤĎƧшǳд[ǡZ�˞ā���ȑ�ɧ�

fƞمiшף�dȮˠʲшЬպڄɈ^˴ā���МИĊ̕шպ÷̖ζڄ¾ǖڄȝMҎΡΩ͞Nףekٖ͓ڄԗƱٺ؉ǆǳш �8??> ڄëɯכőآ

�Ȗմǆڄ�ȈîͽЖúĤҎΡшչɒ͓�ӃӅȠ̖ζQӭƥYīшǀָқ�eХԧfڄƘeŃָآ¤̧̹ɧƧչԤʽϮڄ˘�fӣȑ֓ڄȝ

fӣcƞ�ցʊזɥшٰ͂Ĭȫפٖՠ�ЦƧш˯տڄȝcƞєēĨăéɸш¾ǖٖͨPٰ͂سΠɦȨٖҝפՠ�Ѱƈڄǡ�ȝŞآ
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ʰ��TeƘe�шȖƛ¶ŉȧʯǖ�Wڄ͓פǃ�Ęâׁׁ͓ڄΚ̽T̓ڄ_

Ĩ��шӕיQ֢֢»�шڄ±دʰ�©Tǖ̚ɮш˴¿̹ҬɪшïȉQ�

ǁ̛ٞ̾ڄє˲Է̴ً̓̾ڄǆѷшȁzӄ٨̾ڄTŴɇИčВĘĎ�ĨæВ̓ף
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ȝƥWe̥̓ēڄʰ̧ӈȑZ©іÉʰԇƥӣɀˁĎ 8=C4A=

шQʰëȁȶӄ̶fÒǕ�ƙȈˁT¡ȁzшʺҢQΝҖƙƞŸЏΙƥ

Tֿy̧T�ɱɉѼш�ʝQʵ�ɧT´ &0AC=4A Ӈʰʺй֓ш̟Ïڄʰ

�j�̧ʰœш ?8II0�34;8E4AHڄ�Ԙ�ǕĬǇί̾ňɎ͓ן�Ďɏƥ֘�

oQ�

٣Ýʰʥ֘шTϼ̧ڄ˜ĎףT¡ 8=C4A= ëȁ̾ ���шנΡQ

ÎԯZ̧T�͋ӖȲşʰ̧TǿZ©̾͋©шQʵ�ʰɱʩ֢ʵ̾ɂě

´ʰy̧Tןyʥ˃ʰˁȁzшӄļ˜ā͓ŸŞ´ă�QZڄ�ʰшן

̕ʷڄʰy�̜ƥǳzڇʵ�ʰίζѬĄш˞ȓ»Mǖ·ˁĎT¡ȁ

zNQ³̧ʰ©ű֍»ʰш̆ڄ�ȼ́»ԇ�f̾ʵ¶©Q�

�

҈Ҳ�
Øɱǃǳ 58=0=24 ш̿ņ�Tͧڄʰ̼ǆшʹʥ̧ʯjT´

 =E4BC<4=C��0=:4A	ʵ�ƥǆTĪǆ�шe̴Ñڄʰ÷ǿɜǞҮӉш�պ

T�é� �8=0=24 Ÿ  =E4BC<4=C��0=:8=6 шѤQз�ʰ 58=0=280;�022>D=C8=6�

шƴѫʺɴʹȁڄʵ�ƥ֚ؠŞ҃͏̒ш̟ÏŒճşX  =E4BC>?4380

ш{̾cןQɧ̟ʰњسƴ͇Xί̾ ·Ɯڃ24�E4AB8>=�>5�F8:8?4380=0=58ڂ

͇�������������������� �����������������
�����	����������� ���������"���"��� ���

�����!����$#��� ������������������"������������������ēӬҮӉш�Ӄ�

 �����̾ע� &� åśш`ęŸėԇڄրʰȑ̎e 58=0=24 ՠ`̾�Teǆԙ

шվڇŢӬў؊�Ӄ� #4A64A����2@D8B8C8>= fеĎшƘ҃ͨɸ°�̖ζ

ƥǆ�ɜǞшͧףڄڃ%�"�3=�0�����A42434=C�*A0=B02C8>=��?D1;82�2><?B&ڂ

̟Ïڄʰȝȑ̎eՠ`̾�T�ƴѫʊшվQףeןҋfڄɱǃǳؘ

Ÿǳǟyɂě�ʰɱǃڄjʰպҠ�օօǃǃшсQ�

ǆ�Xǳ̓ш̟Ïخڄ�éιT�ˆՠшż֔ڄʰעƥ

/>D*D14 Xњ�T�é� 8=E4BC<4=C шaղڄΜǖ֘�o̧ �*���#DCD0;�

�D=3���o̧ 34A8E0C8E4B���o̧ 0A18CA064Qף�ȖѤƥʰŢ͓шم֏fֿ

�ɱǆшºеQ�

ǆ�Xǳ̓ʀӅ͑ш̟ÏڄʰĘâ�TeǳͦшˆֵңЬȖӀ

�� #�·Ϡǳz�ǖ״ʰڄҋfןeףÒӹѸă͛шȰºQƥم؉ƥڄ�

½е 30C010B4B��ǖ·պ֚ 58=0=280;�A0C8>B��ǖ͝њåśш 8=E4BC>A�A4;0C8>=�

B42C8>= ҝҝé�ˆֵшѤQʵ�ķÃʰɈί̾Xןіéш֛ҋڄʰyƥ

�ɛғ�T�ƴѫQمֵ̖ˆ

ʹ�ѤɈZףшãѤQمȝ̧ʰƥˆՠŸˆֵңЬ̖ף

ȁyɈZãمQ³̧ƥʰшم֏fӇʰɁ͓ل�Ƀǆш¨ğQ�

�

$4CF>A:8=6��
�ēʰ�͓ί̾ʨĎ =4CF>A:8=6 ш؊ճʊQ³̧˜Ďף¡ȁ

zqŢڄʰʂЄ̢чڄÑǖ֘ˁȰºØђڄѤ̧Ʀƴڄӭ =4CF>A:8=6

ʸ̧ћΑшMƥƦƴXђNQ�

ǆ�Xǳ̓ڄʰȝȶӄɜǞ�ϯؘш 2>;3�20;; օןҋQʰˁן

օǃǃш�ӮǇڄģ˛ƥˆՠ؉Ò�ш 10=:4A��ȶӄ˜Ď >554A ш 9D=8>A���

B4=8>A��58=0=24 ш̉˪ҝҝQвԘ̾ш̟Ï̾T�ʰɈZվш�ƥ��Ӝ

XŉT�é�ˆՠш̛ɽڄʰ©Ę��шǕņڄɈ^ȞŕԇǃшŸ�

�ӮǇڂŢ͓ƥ��XվT´ƥ٪ѓш̿ņڄӇ�ɱǆшŬŉڃQף

eןҋfڄʰTϼϼ҈Ҳ�ȑՠ`шӁĤш�պ̾ڂT�aղ{͇؉̧

ˁZĎшڃɈ^ɴĎ�օǃé� 9>1�7D=C8=6 Ÿ 20A44A�34E4;>?<4=C шɛցQ�

如何在美帝找到一份实习? 

2

̹؊ճш̧ףڄeןҋɱǕшؖϽ�ʰшԱ֗Ÿ�χшԇĕڄ

Ɉ^րʰʭʭш՞â�ӣƞш̐ĤQƥŢ͓шم֏fڄԇŸم֏ǽʧʀ

ш�֟ڄвԘÒĎҁY؉ʯj̿ņQ�

$4CF>A:8=6 ʰñшɱȗ³̧ڄëȁ̧̼؊ճшQTeؐĈȝ̧��

*0;:�C>�<>A4�?4>?;4	�

�

�͋
� ƥןłшTɇfڄʰʌèи֙ן �� eŞ҃Şͧш 9>1�

B703>F
8=C4A=B78?
?0AC�C8<4ڇ�ӭ̼ӂʰŒ˜Ď�cΈ 8=C4AE84F��We >554A��̾

Tȩ B>?7><>A4�?A>6A0<�QʯėРɈZ̧ɱ٪Qӭʰ˜ĎЦƥȁzшӄ

ļyّjȲşףڄyȝ̧j�oʰƥTɜǞȝ֘M���шנΡNQ�

� ��� ̦Ñш̟Ïڄʰз�T�ИΖŁƚоƥ�ИçǆQɧ̟

�C;0=C0�%55824 ʥճ˖Teȁzдڄӭ �<>AH шTeǆWшǳؘ * ƥ؉Ò

ȁzڄʵ��÷ǿ˲ԷTe �<>AH ш�Q�ˁĎ�őTeǆWш� ���

�̾ί̾şшױ�Qƚj � Ÿʰ̺ӄTֿÒן �� шě̉ڄӭЦƥńT

ֿƥ � #� Òڄ�ʵ��ȝ˃ʰшҡļ ?0BB Ӈ� *Q�

� * ոɴʰшҡļעZ̧ؔ�ڄӇʰʺ�T � ă؍шй֓ڄ

�Tڄٖ�ȝͧףҢ̧қTمא֏Qз�ΜזӮɴ͓ڄ�ұ˰ў˃ʰ

шҡļ ?0BB Ӈ�Te 0=0;HBC��Q� ƥTŴqŢӇ�ʰʺ�қ�eй֓Qף

eй֓іȑқTeȝΜזΑɟڄɈ^�T�Ƀմш 8=C4AE84F�@D4BC8>=ڄ

T�ûƿȰןQƚjƥʺй֓qēʰÒٖǌɁ�Tceé�ˆֵшע

ºڄʵ�қא�yΜٌזČQɱʀ́Ď�қWא 8=�>55824 �шֵͪQ֏م

�  =�>55824 Teڄ؉؞ӫ٨�шQƥWeĬȖ̟ш̧̟̼֏م

0=0;HBC��Te 0BB>280C4��ce ?0AC=4ABڄTe �( ȑʰאрגϻQïȉϔŅ

1470E8>A0;�@D4BC8>=��ӹѸ°ÐŸȸƧڄˆՠĚʃڂƚjʰ˴ןʰʥÒˆ

ՠڄڃ�G24;�ԇĕ̱ڄĕٖҝҝQǖ͝ί̾qēш҈Ҳڄ°սʰ̞ȶӄΕ

ƥ��ĖåȄ�Qم֏Ӆ͑qŢڄTe ?0AC=4A ŸʰذʨшӮ�ӮǇ֟ڄ

�͎֟Ȗ̾עٿ˺ϩuآQم֏Ӆ͑�ĖåȄ؉ֽā͓ш̟Ï̎ڄe�

ʩոٚٚהшڄØƥԪXTͧQʰŤʵ̾م֏ʰш�ŉ�ʩ֢

É̟ڇшʰȶӄί̾� ·̓їQZןƥ��TǇqŢڄŸʰӮ͎Ȗ

´шٿ ?0AC=4A ȝӇʰʺ͓�й֓Q�

 
ʌӅ�
 

ëȁʰш̆�ʌӅY͓̙لWϼچ�	�҈ҲѤ��	�$4CF>A:8=6���	�

ʰ̧ӈȑί̾͋©˜Ďڄ�é�ՠ`шѤQÑǖʰί̾҈ҲY͋

ȁzшQÑǖʰί̾ł =4CF>A:��ʰȝZ©̾ԇĕłŸ��χ̹ڄ؊ճш

Z©վ͇ͩڄ̧ ?0BB �ʰҡļш � ǆѷQʰѤƥӣɀˁȰºшԣך

[ẒڄƚjʰýĎן � ǃȔ˔É̹ڄǃш̟ÏвԘѧήǆϐ̙͗و

ւQ³̧ʰѤ̾T�ȑʰɱ؊ճш�Tѕƥ̀˝ўʰڄʵ�ʰTѕ

ίʥ̄ןɞQ�

ʰѤΜֿي�șшՔ͓ͦ֘ڄ�<>AH ѬȁZÐT˴Q³̧

ʰTѕіÉŒճʰ�TֿĜĕڄȝҢ̧Քͦńԇʄoͧډ�ʰ�шͦņ̧

ѧшٹ � %��ʰ�шǳؘǳǟ̾ў͓ԗŞǆˆՠш >554AQ�

�ǇʰɱɉנшըױfŸǆȈă�ʰш̆³̧ڄ�ʰшע׆ɱ

�ƥ	BC8;;�<D27�C78=6B�C>�;40A=ڄץ �<>AH ΜʰĽȆш�ҡѕ̌ZԄ̌Qʵ�

!=>F�DA�BCD55�0=3�C0;:�C>�?4>?;4	�ɧ͋©ˁXؚш̟ÏڄʰіÉT¡ȁzȑ�

»͓֘Tǿ̧ðҡįZןш�ʝQ�

�

іÉԗȵ³ڄՠǕڄ�Իēҋ�

ѶŞ´̾Teʧʀш̴Ñ�

�

�

�
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ӝ٥�

�<>AH��>;;464 ل 1B27>>;�BCD3H�01A>03�?A>6A0<ןڄ � &� и֙ڄ�<>AH ճΦ

Tǳ̓ʨǆČ֗ш ?A4�A4@D8B8C4ڄǆ�YŸǆWƨŕ BCD3H�01A>03ڄŕи

58=0=280;�083Q�

�>DB8=64><7چBC0H ʱ 0?0AC<4=Cڄã̖�Ãƥȸħ4><7ڄBC0H ģ̞ٜŸW

Ǉ̬ٜڄTԟT�TȈy̾c�TȈш4><7ڄBC0H�50<8;H q؞Ǖǃ̧̿

ņQ0?0AC<4=C ZϞ;³̧ǃ� B70A4̙ڄģٜQfʥ˧ˁ 24=C4A ш�ք̾ʯ

ėͭ¾Q�

*A0=B?>AC0C8>=���Ÿå�ɱ̖ÃڄTΈ �	� ̽Ѹǆҷ �� ɾփ

Ѹը˅ӞׯڄZеĐĵĐѸ³̧ÕȘ©̾�ͷ͡ڄ� �� ڄӝ٥Ƴңׅآ

Ǉ͂ƳңآTeҸčвԘ̹٪̹Ƽ̹ɥQ�

�ί̾ڄħصҔ̗ȝ̧ĭ�Ӱfǉچ3<< �78=0�*>F= ³̧̾ɱǃfٜ١Ÿf

ƞ׀ȸQ͇ƣٛЖՆšш̾Ş҃ʨǆČمɸҩ4><7ڄBC0H шǕƾ͓�»µ

ȈǚǚЂш̧ΑǼшʨǆČԾ̾עڄŞ҃ŵш 64;0C> õϳϙQ׀ȸ؉ш

aղɱÃȀȜȩ̈ДǓڄʵ̾ٛЖׅӣƞ�Иçǆǆò͐Μֿ͓ńȁʠń

ǕŝQʰ̼ƑΉшʨǆČم 20A1>=0A0ڄɸҩ ?4BC>ڄгϼ C8A0<8BD Ÿ 64;0C>�

ӴҨڄ0==0?�=<2 ?A>B28DCC>�2AD3>	�ƃ؉̾ ?8II0 �Ȉш ?8II0 TƬƬшZØӣ

ƞшWչɩшڄZġ̔ ?8II0�<0A674A8C0 ̼ 0DC74=C82Q�

�>DAB4چƴ͇X̧֛ΚŴcԧڄTԧ̉Ȅ؉X֛ڄYԧł 584;3�BCD3HQʰ̼

ƑΉ 584;3�BCD3Hؚ�خڄѸãàעZеˮؘؘшڄآӝ٥ǕУшƦ̖ƴ͇

ԇը»ш֛ 2>E4A ̾ע˫ ?A>54BB>A ӁԙшքպȓϣZеˁ�QΒǂעŕ�

ƥӝ٥͇ƣǆǳfX֛̾עڄ 8=C4A=B78?Q�

ճפ 1B27>>; шʥиyίéҮڄŕ� 3454A�>554A Tǳ̓ԘTɇڄyŕ�ƥ

BCD3H�01A>03 eףfи֙Q̾�ʥи ?A>6A0< шˁʰʰ̧ 0<10BB03>AڄӇ

?A>B?42C8E4�BCD34=CB պҠс͍سфy̧ȰºqTQ�

�

˼ρƁ�
˼ρƁǳzئ˒¯̧֗TeМT̙�ш¶٨	ף�eƦƾղĥلшƞȈ٭ĕƥ

�ǶŞe̐ĤшӅş	�ºjTe̾ўʘnئ˒¯ļŗшƞȈ��ǶԘ��Є̧T

e£̔çТƞ	�Š̟[ղЪГŒ̾TeѕȹӢاϐȬіر��Ƕńϛŋı£Μ

Č�̐Ĥɬſ	�ӭ � _ҹċ̓ըζƞӉγш�ĨɇĈӇ�Ƕш�ΠőT҃

A3 

2

τĤ	�ѕĎǖ���ζ֗�Є̧˼ρƁшǽ̖֗ռqT҃ף��МИшϜşӇ

�˼ρƁŸʵ̾ë�£̔çƞȈМìTͪш٭ĕ	�[ǶшƦЬ´ӡTͧ��

ɧǆղξĎƦfϐĎ˾ž˒��ɹǿ�дTe[§ZŠшƞɒ	��

�

ǑƦČӎyҼڂTڃ�
Xe̴ÑʰƥǑƦČӎyҼɱʧʀQʰلɃɉנƦŕ�ƥǑƦČXɶ

֗ �� Ÿ �ш֛ҋɱZTͧQǶш֛ҋ؉ٺƚj֛ҋֈսɴŸƥƱڄ

ֈսلɃМИڄƚj՞â�ӎyҼш̐ĤQʰŕ��֛ҋfǳĎӎy

ҼшļŗوڄuڄԦ͈ŸɛҟQɧЄƥ֛Ƶտֆ֚ؠڄº`ڄŃյĲ

Жڄ١źƊȥшӄļfyǳĎ�ɱǃɶ֗Q³̧ǳzшןҋ̟̾Ïل

ɃшךŸì̾ˠʲʊƚjƥӎyҼTǇш֛ҋҝ�ƥǳͦTe̥̓

ш 2>DAB4;>03Q³̧ʰ̧͋̾ע�©TםǕǕǳzTםŉЦӎyҼףɓ

ƳȸшӣǕQǳдŕ�ˌؑ � Ûǖ͝ףeυĚ[ɶ֗ǳzіéQʵ

�łūوu©ڄΏĔʱӬյÞƳȸ̧ɹٍшQƥŴ͆ʱӬڄ؞̟̳

ʰ�y̾ɱǃ͋©łϣУǑƦČŞƦвԘ̎eτQåè�ҮӉل

ɃшÃ˩ڄyրʰ�ш̘ՠŌɴҡįֿ͓QʰɥϿ˃ףeًє˲ԷӇ

ǆȈQ�

�

ǑƦČӎyҼڃ�ڂ�
XTe̴ÑʰŃĘ�ɶ֗ҮшӎyҼ̴ً̓єQ�

ʰшµȈ̧ՀɲȊլшǑƦČ�Q��ɱЃʝŸņǕQΚǇڄ��

©ӇʰZŠш«ӉӎyҼʱՀɲȊԾӿQ��y©ɂěʰ՞âǑƦ

Č̐ĤQ�

ʰƥÙX�cԧɶ֛֗ŸTԧوu֛Qʰ�шɶ֛֗ʌԇұȍшŸ

ǑƦČ̐ĤӯҮֿ͓QŠ̟ڄӎyҼy�ǶшźƊȥՆšQʵ�ʰ�

֛ҋшͨɸïȉqŢé�ӎyҼшźƊ̐ĤQʰ�y©˃֛Ƶ˶פ

źƊȥQƥڄ؉ʰ�ŕ�ƒźƊyŕ�ț֏ZŠшϼɸQ[ΒŠ

�T�ɶ֗ш̐ǳºŽQ֚ؠ�ŕע�ʰڄ̟

ӎyҼy̧و�uqӭՆ҉Qʵ�ƥףÙXوu̧֛ðǕZןшױ

˚�Qʰ�ƥ֛ƵXyΊֶ�ӎбȘқшMƘǲNQעƥ !0A;:8A274 ū

�ϮǏ©Qף؉y̧ӎбȘқըƲՉшƦ̖QӎyҼ̧Te»ŕ�ʩ

ŋŸΊֶوuшТƞQ�

̴ÑƥӎyҼшӄļ̧ʰ̼ǕшƙɺQƥѦѦш � Ǉ؉ڄʰЎXף�

ɓƳȸQ�

�

�	�Chanel љҚ�

�70=4; љҚҚɸĘљĐшŇǋљҚڄŕÀe�ƑǕױ˚̻˧QҚɸəȧʊ¼ڄǘ̹̇ĘƨĢ˝nQ

T҃٪ϊәш̧ڄā̼¼шǘ̇QϝĘĊ̕шљҩ֯ƦĊڄʻш̖ɟהеҚɸ˳ӆŅљĐנ̻�

ҩ͆QԇѬÇؘמ � Ȗ̟шZԪǘ^ұұبў�ӵӺXQè̾�҃ϛψZŠшԤɪŕ¿ٗڄ˚ױԤ

yɱş�τǒдшŉԤQ�

* &)��½еףљҚѕ˰ǆԂ˳лљɩڄʱеȟҘљĐ̫͞ɜڄ�ѝǘȉ̹̩ғ¶ҬԙQ�

	�)#�)��%. ѣؙÞ؈þـ�

ΞǭӁҿˉɆڄ�˽ֿ͓ȝØԪԟٌ͟իē�ɪҮĆӄíмؑш�ŽڄǺã̙Ԥ̙ŵڄր»ƥӵ

ӺŌǕшןҋfڄǺãZоYхQŪgȎшӎ�ŷǃ҃ÇîʯăQ̇̾�خˉɆӁҿڄәȖΞǭ

ǂڄ©˴¿ӵӺɧΣăڄƥҩɏē½еŕ�րҩɏȽ̀ńӁԑQׅ #�� ٟɏ~Μֿ͓˓Ї̇͝Ѭ

ȁǕɱǃڄьӺњֿ͓ɱΣǪQ�

Q�ƥị̏ηβÞшمϒː�̎e͟הڄƴѫˋЬŢچ(& * * ħŸYٓ֙ڄ´Ŋȗ؋½еQהה�

ƦзïԘǂ˓ʺڄ½ëֱşӵӺQ�

明星防水彩妆，让你清爽一夏天 

����� 

'4������ 

出国学习项目介绍 
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�ѝĎ � ä̽ɰȄڄٹæ̽кņίQU̽ը̪ڄؼ�׆̽�ڄƘ̽ɳ¬ʜڄeր�ϲЄκYP̙֗þƖшýӻǲ�QW̽Zýӻ̧ڄ̽

ïڄx̹̽ĘӻځĨ̽і�ҲڄĨT̽ίد�QĨ�̙̽WƝڄT̹̽ĘӻځǇƃڄÞ̧ūўѝκȝճ˫Y͓Q��шýӻ�`פՠшʄo

�ϞϵϖԀچа͵ǬΥٸڃ�

Ł̒چcͩȖٸа�Te͵Ǭ�

 

�٤Տ΅ǬΥڃ

Ł̒چce΅Ǭ�Tͩ٤Տ�

�ǬԿՂΥ΅ڃ�

Ł̒چTe΅Ǭ�T�ԿՂ�

 

这个春天，一起喝果汁吧！ 

�łϵϞЃچԼՓΥڃ�

Ł̒چ�T�ԼՓ�

 

�Ԩ͝Υڃ�

Ł̒چ�TeԨ͝�

 

�چǬՈՁΥ͵ڃ�

Ł̒چ�Ĭe͵Ǭ�T�ՈՁ�

�

�ýӻچԅՂĳǢΥڃ�

Ł̒چ�TͩԅՂĳ�TeԲ͝�cБǢ�

 

�ˮΛچΥ͵عԬԾڃ�

Ł̒چ�cͩԬԾ�Ĭe͵Ǭ�Ĭe͠Ά�

 

�Բ͝΅ǬΥڃ�

Ł̒چ�TeԲ͝�Te΅Ǭ�

 

A4 
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̃пT�
ZѤZոTѝńĎף�eMƘ̽ZýӻڄǁǇɳ¬ʜNшǲ

ԧذڄ�ўǁǇш͓iڄǃȗǠǤńճɿɸ̙Μʄo˹ԍԆԔŸԓXـ

āшַӴ�QǃȗΈǄĬ̟ăӷǬɜǞZū֓шœƆڄԗȵyңZµ

՟՟ΌĚшƕ̧עڄ˭ā�ʷ͋ϼ 3><8=>B ʱӬֽٺٺŤ� I0H0 ʸȓԙ

��ǇףeZ̋مȑ¶؊҇Xш̌ǮшȠمQǠǤעڄ�ƥӤʬǩǛč

�ԇҏXǕњшգ̀ � ѨшծǬԖ˗ 8=BC06A0< XшѷԓԗȵĸÓZY

ƕעڄƥƏўŎŚ֘ʰճýӻýĎYTٜjΐťעڄƥ˥ʉƚjԗȵ

͏ZǕˁZĎк̿ņťڄіÉʰףڄ�ʰӄļןQȑ�цڄ�ɹٍ

ճ̾ɥǆшΘĕŸمȑTӥ˦ņ�ϛǄȇǄ 20;; ֘Zш÷ɸڄʸԇ̼ӂמ

Ďєͣځ�

٣Ý�ӃTYʰe�шʝøũڄԗʣ٪Zǅ̦ڄ>��2�ڄÑ

ēĸз�ǇǇǄȇŝшǈǃڄʡZɼѢшמĎ� ��� ̓ʞ�ш¶؊Q̟

ÏծǬãʀҏZX�ʰʸʨĎ��ʝшd؊ʊ̧�ڄ÷ǿɜǞפ

ՠTŴшןīZٛцζQڂ� ǇןīZٛцζëȁ̼̾̇ڄŗ́ǆ

Ȉǳzɱұɡڄ� ǇпɵؘןʅՃîׅZXɬſǳz̆ڄjTŴڃʵ

�ŝT؋�ŕڄٛػfٜ�ŢZŝ ·ΑٜŸןȝ̧ŝڄīZٛן֡

Բ͝qҨшΣ͝ڄɈǃƒΣڂZճƒѯ؆ٞ̒ڄZճƒáןшҬٞ

˷шՃî׃QfٜŸ̞ٜTǿÇ֊Üڃ٪͙؋ЃڄZճƒƋ̹ڄ̒

QеןīZٛш̖ζTe̥̓ʰц� � yʩոڄю�ɱǃה¶ڄ̓

ьӺ̹Ǖ̹̾Þν�QןīZٛëȁy̧T҃ˮΛшןҋڄɆ̟ǆȈŝ

Ӵǈǃ¶̾ɱǃΛҰڄǿ̓פՠTeإΗшןīZٛȑ¶yɱ̾Ǖ

ƾQ̾�ոɴɼµZŝɱسÒZĎڄŕǠǤ�»ע�փɴŐ֓ťצڄ

ԗȵ¶؊ˬ˱Z�ш�˜�oˬ˱ԗȵш�дډʀʀՠĚֿ͓ڄѶʫ

ΚeǠǤԇцʯTÞɈцшÔɕڄƥǁǇԗÉҀāԗȵшǕځ͏�

夏日瘦身攻略         

�@)  0%; 

̃п��
� ٣Ýڄʰ�ճ̢ѬTeєͣڄʰ�ճш̧ýԈӭZ̧ýӻڄý

łԈӼӭZýłӵӴQΑƚǖΒڄʰ�шٞٛȕԘé؊ճQǖ͝TŵƦ

ԧ̼ٛڄŢʰ�χǊǆ؋шӵӴӭȓԙTҮĆZÔɕшŢ͝QȜȩ̈ǒ

Ǵڄ©āЦɱǃ¶ZшЙøQƥƞǂоǳшʰڄ�¶̧͇؏Qʵ

ɛցΚǇ˸Ŋ̧עʰ؉ףڄ� �����څ�� ĵȱŘڄì¶̌˨ͩ˨Κe�

шƴѫ�֢͓؋÷ǿQƚjɆ̟ǆȈ֛`yΜڄ؊זʰȝ֘T�Μזȁ

еш C8? ӇǆȈQ�

�	�TŴTǇŝҰ�

� TŴTǇŝҰŕמ�ĎˮΛш̇͝ڄŒ̧TǇȕ©Ӈ»ш¶

TeɱǕш¦ʓڄȜȩ̈ӄɃǂāŝٝшŠǳڄTǇшҰٛ©ɂě»ш

ӸԁˁĎהюшʩոQ�

	�Ȟ؋ƥϼٜ̟ł˫ǃ¸шβԈŸΥ�

� ՛ڄٸA0=27��2744B4�ƥϼٜш̟Ïŕ�ű֍̀ęдZĘʱӬ

ȗͧףڄ؋ŠͧшٛЖł˫��ZǕшԈӼր»шеٜ̹ĘÔɕQ�

�	�ŝǃ�ʄoĖډ�

� ǖ͝»ŝǃ٣ڄ�Ý̧ճŁ֞ԗȵZճҴӅڂʰyɴ F>A:�>=�

C78B�?0ACڄ��ЄŢɜǞսą̢ǇшٞٛQֿ̞̭͓ǃƒΣڄŝT�Σ͝ףڄ

ͧČ�҈ٛˮā¶ïQȞ؋ǃŝҰԾڄǃֽĚQTԟTǇŝǃؾճcǇ

͓ӓպQ�

�	�̞̭Tǆ͖Σ�

� Є̞̭̾֘ƒ՝ΣʱӬѐΣшڄëȁ̼Ôɕшȝ̧чɜΣQ

ǖ͝»̾Ã҆шڄٖŕ�ț֏՝ΣʱӬѐΣ³̧ڄʝøǕŢ̧עڄ

ƒΣ̼ǕQ�

�	�ÕȘրԗȵ̄ҽTY�

� ÕȘ͓TϼшгŽրԗȵϪ׃TYڄZճʌ̧҈ľԗȵшٛ

ΌQʥŝгшٛЖш̟Ïŕ�ŝTϼȖԅՂĳʱӬԲ͝�̾ףڄě�

ӓպʰ�ʥŝгٛшʥζQ�

� ̼ŢшʌӅȝ̧ceǮڄ˱ďQ҃ף˱ḑ̌Μԧٛш˱ď̹Ô

ɕڄy̹سш˱ďQճ˱ďՃîŸ؋ш˸Ŋڄƥ׃ǅш̟Ïԇ˱ďԗȵ

ZłðŝQȖӕe�yؾճ̹ǕƦ˱ďԗȵڄǆȈTֿèĠځ�

�	���$�� * ֨ЧǗǺӣӵӺ˱βʺɏؿ�

ǆšٻٻшMОβԕNրӵӺњֿ͓ӁԙPÞϨP̙βш̖ͭ̕ځǶȝ̧ǺӣӵӺ˱βʺɏڄؿǶ̙Ԥה

Ցڄì̾ËٟΞǭŅӁҿڄ½ӵӺӁԑ͟Ϩш̇͝Qŕ�ÇˋӵӺڄȑˇǂнđϳÂȆڄĘɥӵӺшˏˇ

ĕڄ½ӵӺÔɕڇǶ̾ўѷǎш˱βė̇ڄӵӺÇ˝bӒԟҩǪڄẒηβÞQ�

ŕȠڄǶŕ�ƥӵӺXѕ˰ϒːʱƥXǘŢ½еچ(& * * ħ½еڄyŕãԎ½еQ�

 
�	�� ,�$��/ ҹͶȼ٭ɪËȉҩ٠�

&( )#���%+$��* %$ ҹͶȼ٭ɪËȉҩןڄ٠ϜşW҃Ԥ֝ڄԇʺ͟ŸP̢�P͟בшӵӺ֯ƦQf

ҎшɵҪƥӵӺեپ̎مˮĆڄӵӺƚӭ̩ɴ͟Ÿӭϖν²ڄs؛өўÞԨQǘمẒԍՅڄɆբƀÞ�Ι

ԇ̾̇ƦՍŉΧϘڄ�ӭ½ɪǘ̹ẒԍՅʱŌԪQǶעԇأΐԤɪŌɴ̶Ϛڄƚӭԇؘ̟؞Ç˝ǘȉӣ

lQ�

�چ(& *

ȕϛԤҩɏϒƥѝҒڄcԏٽڄͲcÁðеψԤ˴ڄ�ŕ�ʺҬԙшғ¶ǘȉQ�

�	��( ּԼǥН֧أΣѡΞԕ�

Ċ̕]Čڄ̖�Н֧ѡΞԕɁӇѡΞϊȍPҶؘPĹӧأڄΣƘ̇şTQ�ϸʩ͓ϥ�͙ìɝƞʝ֝шيҸ

ьʺڄنãЫǐĭ٭ĕшΤʐíԳڄ�ѡΞǖيҸխьԟϊȍPҶؘPĹӧ֯ڄʩÞνӭȎ̾ɤʊڄɫ̩

ĭֲ¨شPʊʩǝǨшת�Ρ֯QZ©ί̾տĿш՚ՙԓڄѡΞϊ³ZӅƬƐQ�

�ƥѝџXQŕƸɥĺǘĕɒQ̏ڄŕȕĺǘϘăčÍƥcƬĺǘXڄĺǘ̟چ(& *

���� 
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1

Ϟ̭ϢŸшؤÞן׳ґȾӘزοƥ�шɍXڄ�YʨшTŒʷˢµѝџڄő

TŒʷ˃ƗɡшTh؍؟TӹԊш˟˫QZðœƆшʷ͋Ø̧Teδ�Ρшь

ЫڄZðԇɉϹuѹш˃��̼ԉɣ̼ӣǕшѠќfƆ؇Q�

��Ÿ�¶іΜֿ͓іɧɑǆшɍшf؞ʀϩĎɍڄםʀΓֽĎґڄם˒

YґȾ̎ڄeʴ؞ʂЄǆ�Q�њŤȖħ؉مшͥ¹¢ڄTǄq؞шɜā͓ń

ҵńҩшԪ͊Q�ʂЄƕչXʼҙшØeǴǬ̦ڄǇ̧עтКш͓�Ɖڄÿe

̥̓ēعط̧ע�ĘڄùшѲ϶��ʵ̾шȼ́Qףːɵҙƥ�ɃɇdӲшԎ

X̩ɴoZ˷֝ڄ�ʂЄʥֿ̧ף��ӄļшқWe̦Ǉ͓ڄĎף؉ȶӄW

ɇ�Q�

ÿă؍qŢ�ֽāʴ؞QT͖˴ѷшźƊڄÿБţśŸTeЅ՛Q͓ӣƞWɇ

̞ȝzʤ̮҃ף�ĸԇ؋Ü׃ш̞ٜڄȑ�͓֘yί̾ǈǃŕ�̂ŌшQ�

́ўǸǸككшʴǬڄĸʂЄTeʎʟףڄ؉̧Z̧ǈןǸډ�كyօʰ̧Z

̧y֕îeППЛЛшڄ̧עډʰؾճTeǒkډ���ըԗȵшʥζʪµ

̕ڄ�ʥڄĦ؎X˜ڄXǆգˍڄԗƔшTҙQƒǺ͖f̼ŢTŎźƊڄ�

шTǇńɜǞ�Q�

Љ̧ʰվш§ǃоǳдqTןڄўɈί̾ǈǃŌĤшдυڄΚǇƥȈŸǳ

ͦqדצ؞QÕȘyŃĘυĚڄΜǖǳͦmĖшΏƇΜָڄ�шåٳƓըٵ

ß٘̄ǆڄŖYш�ՅԸӭׯ�TБQYŖqŢ�²sɱϪ׃ԗȵшեЦםڄ

˻YԋǬXɈZԜ̀шȖِӅםɜɸшȑʰ֘چMvЋڄʰńӇǆȈƸϝ�T

ϼΉuQNʰњ�њŖYƫўшڄ�Ӷ֨�ǋԘȟί̾ЦQ˧Ő֓֘ڄ

ЉسūшΏƽвԘZ׃�ʯjӶ֨шTΈƔևQ�

ŕЉńŸʰվшë�кдZǈTͧQ֘ǆǳ؉مшǒд̧ѓ̄шԪ

ўАǚĬeƦЫT̎eǈɆξرƥڄϗŸȈؘш͑ӗفձł�fǳ̟̓шڄ͊

шƦ̖ҾҾȒˁԗȵшőTĬQкǴ�yZѳɣڄZɹ֘eͅŉӾǺãш̟

��ҏڄ�yZɹ֘ƥŞ҃¶Ӿҕ˂ƧXˤοΧΣŒjֺɴǒдŲƏш̟ڄ�

XנĚ̀ȝԇȧѳÔӣшڄ͏ҏXΑիÍyÄÅԱÄڄ˧X¦իÃԇدǒ

дXT̎ǇшաڄӇŞ҃գ̀هǬͣXfӽш֗QƥкдŌɴǃÛĤ�

qŢڄίǃnםÃyǃ�Teǣԥ̢lшǒǴÙQЉѬȁZף�eύϯ

шšǮ̙ڄֆǃȗ�ăăşş�ǃȗΈ̙ڄֆŉдшʝʩҴՇńԇ˓ǃȗրȈ

ɔǙǒϲЄκYшЎʝЬĔڄЉǞӂ̧Te�Q�̙ֆ̦ǁ҂ô̧Tͧ

шӡڄўϞԉшɤׇΓڄŸ̿ņ֟Ǉ֘ƦڄŕǞӂί̾ǒ̿ņQoڄ�

�Ǟӂ̧Te�Q̧ע

Љ̧Ўן�шڄ�ű֍ʰ�yØTeΑɃк�Tͧ̾ΑɃшЎʬŸؾΦQƥ

ʰ֝ҙш֘»טף�ףǬZճʥ̾ǒ̿ņ�ũڄЉʂЄʾֿ�ԎØ̧ʥճ

֊̢�oTͧچ֘ڄMʰЉЦƥ̧įڄŗ́ʰЉί̾įן �

ɇQNŢ͓ƥʰшqYڄЉʸ֘āΗʩʝQZןØ̧ʵ̾ċfʍʝן

ȈȈTͧڄЗўʷŝ�ÿُٝڄÿeفϗшZѤѮԎْ̧עƕƅшŮQŢ͓

ճfӫ�c�yȝϚڄ�Ñ̓е͓Ӈe�ɸfшȖǒǴǬñÉڄΚǇñT

ȔڄѕĎɜǳqŢŌʯ�T͇ՑՑш{QǒǴÙƥ̼ċшʩĚqŢÍyZِ

ʝڄTĎǳzȝ˃Љ˔ӈĎ�ĩ؉qǂQЉZāʨ̒шӫ̎�פeɋaƦ

ħ̼Ǖш٪fڄǒǴÙՅ�ӫĎ�fχшǳͦQЉ֘�ɸɸʁʁףeǒǴ

ÙڄjǔÒןZȗ�ʝųځʰ֘چM»jǔÒן�oډNЉÓ�ÿ҅ڄ؍ɴ

ʨ�ʯėшİ�eéǬچMǜǜ֘ǔƑΉɱǆшЈ̧�ڄǔд̛ш̟Ïʰƥӣ

ƞŃĘǁ�ՃڄȝӇǔȌƙ�Tɡ̢ÉБڄXمл�TeёǬם̗ڄñ�Tˮ

Ǯچ»ʥճшЈƥёǬ؉مQNʰɧ̟ƥƒў˜ؐڄūף�ĕ�ȴϼʷTΔ

Ĭ͖źƊο�ā͓Q�̄¹ɱϪʨԗȵшÒζڄӊӍ֘چM˨֘�Ȉ́Ď�ɱ

̧ʩĚڄZןŢ͓ʭʭyȝί̾ӯҮ�QNǜǜƥZnqŢy̾�̕шк̿

ņڄЉԘΒqŢńʑǀʯ�Te�QʰѤף�ÿɇTѕ؍ʝӶ֨ڄĸZѤ

�ƚQ·̟·̧

Љ֘ў֘ўѝfχـā�Tbس�Ȑոшɿ¬Qʰ֘Љ»ńʥǔډ�Љ

�NʰњўډĸÓZY͓шʩոťڄ�eףj�oЎZѤ҃M»̢чچ

2

ϛήшեʝڄɼµZҙQM»֘ڄj�oӶ֨ƥʰمēȝǖΒƗɡQǔȣЄ

ƥŸʰمȑمŝٝш̟Ï�Ϛ٘הшȑʰ֘K֜ɇהш̟Ïί̾Ўןÿe�

ϡLسځʰȑǔɴǕȝǖΒɗډ�ȑǔ͓֘Œ̾Čе�Ðë�ȡZ

�Nډ̧

ʰѤӶ֨шTŐ֓ȑЉ͓֘ȝ̧Ƥ̝QӶ֨ǆ̬XʥŝaղڄЉ̄Y

ʷfί̾Ǻʯшº`ǵʫṷ̈ƙ͓ȇդº`ڄyճɜɁXӶ֨ŝXTѭ

ǔʥŝшЃԒԒшДӴمQЉոɴڄ�ոɴŒ̾Ӷ֨ƫƥ�Řח�ڄם

ȖȖш�ʷ͇жʸÜϪ�ȈшŵQ�ʫʨɜўɁӶ֨Хϣףe_нڄĸ

Š̟ňʩўӶ֨ƥؾճЉш̟ÏЬʵɎɧш˃ԗȵɧÒףeȖȖшшǒ

kڄ�˵Xԗȵшʷ͋̄ўЉ͇ͩZƑΉшבבшʝΏڇʱ̧ƥӶ֨Zؾ

ճЉш̟ÏצŐÏί̾QЉոɴϢ̵шٲΪ©ӇôǇшǒǴǬɁ͓

Ϣ̵ڄ�|�TeȳǆшΪؓڄҬɸˠױ�TŒƥӣƞԇ|Ďш̼ǕшΙ

Љêööшׄł̍Ӷ֨ڄ�ѕĎӴTȢȢϺϾڄäeȖ̟סQϺ�ȕٲ

ȈшؚڄӶ֨ĸʄoZӽɜؚע֘ڄƥɍXڄ½ƆЉ˃ЃԒԒшٲΪ̄

ƥȏ٘ٙٙшơֽ̂ɘڄĘ�TŐ»ן�Ĩă؍qŢ͓˜ѭũQЉɵɵ̾

�ǊՅ̧ע³ڄɱ̓ɰшʥӶ֨ɜؚшTĒڄyTǿ©њմ�̄ŸؚŎш

ׁ͓«Ѷڄʝ�ԧʀuچȝƥԪĵXñ�ŐڄTǆ͑ФЯԪQ�ʥ�ɱn

ׁɜɸQĬȖ̟qŢڄЉń͓Ď�ЊʖшؚŎڄѭЃΡԒԒшΪخ�Σ

ϓǊ�qǂڄӶ֨вԘצΪϡʮɴԗȵÍ˫̄ם̗ڄўT͇Ҭիш

RٚSڄʶ̧ىЉϞҀшǮچӶ֨ڄѶ»д̛ʀuQʰ̼ƑΉш{q

Tڄȼ́»ƑΉQǮ¢¹ם̗Ϭ�ÿϬĉʸƒшΪϟ̾ڄϼэĸȶӄϚш

њZϞ�Qخ�ʶ̩م؉ڄىЄί̾ըӨɜןQЉʷ͋؉̩ѳўӶ֨ш̼

̕ÉʓچΪʰƒǺ�Q{ɱǕњڄʰ̄ƥ̗ם�QؚŎшT͑ФЯԪ̩Є

̧ί̾�ҊĚڄןƥȏ٘fȶӄ̾ϼ֭Յ�QȝØЉшЎʝ֘צڄTŐ֢

֢ŦƌшЎʝQʵ̾�֘Љ̧×ǬڄЉy֘ԗȵ̧×ǬQЉ̧ע

ԗȵTe�Q�

ŕʰѤЉZ̧Te�Qԗ�ЉӄɃāЦƥǳͦшЭʴɤўʜ¬ш̸

Ǭڄȝ̾őǂTe�ֽ�פЉшдŷڄŕЉ�ίŉոڄʱӬ̧֘ɈZƥ

ʨQǁǇӄɃ͓Љɤ�oڄʭʭшǁǇ©œЉɤǺЭqŢTֿłǳͦ

шٛƵŝُٝڇǁǇ©ÕȘZӄʨшЉ̼ןסшʄoͧڇǁǇy©ǆ

ĬǄшœЉɜўח�ȖȖшɁǔłŝǔҬɸњǕшȈȖٝɐQЉ

֘ǁǇyØӶ֨Tͧ©ЬʵɧЄшƫĎ�шŘʷםQЉ֘ǁǇףe̿ņћ

ZؔڄΚΈƚjӶ֨ЉɸʝɱZǕڄвԘ©ȑ̿ņ�āռZڄײȑǁǇ̹

̧Ɂ˷ZЬڇǁǇֿÝɈZƥʨшذڄŢҖЄ֘րЉā͓ŸǔǕǕ֟֟ڄ

֘Ñǖ»ǖΒ¬Ȇ̿ņZǖʰ̧ע�ZճÒ̿ņ�ũQЉ̟֘Ï�ʸʨ

ĎڄƥӶ֨ш֩ԇ؋ҜӠYшԗȵڄĎɏ¬Ȇ�ǃȗԗȵס�ш�QЉ

֘ǁǇ֘шȑڄЉ֘̾ǁǇͧףш̿ņћшӇԗȵɁ͓�ǁǇQʰњў

ЉҙɴZŕӡŨڄЉTԎdӲшեʝ֘چMʰћш՜ʩ֢ǁǇףe̿ņ

шQN�

ЉЇ¾ƥŴƘшYīƫƥЭʴшͼǬXûƿɜǞɤǏڄȑمЭʴшǁǇњ

մڄ��ҙȉξϦшˎǋŸ�ʺ˖ŶƉQЉףΈʥĎԗȵΚΈɤЭǁǇ

ƥȑمшЭʴŸ�ɵҙQЉ˜ֿʷ͋Ӈʰŉ�͒ÉɸچMǁǇ�Ǉy

ƥQNʰ֘چMǒǴÙ̟̾Ïy©ЎXTe×ǬQNЉŢ͓ű֍ʰ�њմ

ڄMǁǇچ�TՠǮʺڄTͤÉʓʪ�ǕnQɱnqŢ�ӨĎǁǇш͒

�̬̾ҎTֿŝٝťډ�

×ǬѤԗȵшЎʝ̧Įɵшڄ×ǬѤԗȵ©ըTe�ЗĚўïɸڄ©j

Te�¬ѷǊќQŗ́×Ǭǈڄ�،קZѤ̾Te�y©Ø×ǬЎўč�

TͧЎўڄ�Ӈ�×ǬϢ̵ŸɵҙڄȝØǁǇ؉шؤÞTͧQ�

×ǬZѤQ�

傻子不知道 

A6 

����CA�
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朋友没有圈   
&���� 

��� 

�ʀϝĘʰ־

шɵÉڄȕ»
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ņơŉӇʰ�
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ɵÉŚچ
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��������ƥɄлXڄeȻÖ̧ТӦqڄT´̾šш{ζȈQף؉шХƷɱ

ǸڄكТӦqƥΊֶٴϣλшɩЙŸĚºQ�шǳдƫўׅڄ�Tֿњ

ӣlш̯ԤQ̾�ͥ̾ՎԤшřǬڄƚjףɄлXшш_н̧ƥ��ɸ

؉ÑʥшڄZ̧ЦȁQ̧ףƚjЦȁZԇńϭ�ńǸكQʰʥЍXף�

eХƷʰ©٪ê͙ףԇΊֶڄ؉ƚjњֿ͓ɱǕУQǖ͝ʰƥڄ̈́ͥ

�Q 

 
藍瑛的《白雲紅樹圖》   
���
��������ʰױшӆл̧чغү΄ƢڄлȈ

œՒЮQףɡƟ̧�ٗæԤшڄʰո

ɴǶɱϭ�QлȈлшȩ̾ՎԤшP

̾ӐԤшQ�лшͥ̾ҵԤшP̾ч

ԤшQףɡллȈлɴɱؘQлمш

ѧYչ̾TeƥͯXњ̯٘ш�Q�

��������ՒЮ̧ƥ͕ȯāдؘڄǆшQ�

̧ ���� ɇāдшڄ���� ɇł_шQՒ

Юдƥ̢͂Q�̾T�ҚšڄΜǖڄ

ղϤǂŗQ�ɆɃƑΉл̯٘�ЖԪ

̈́ŸѾٱQʰƑΉǶшлڄمƚjՒ

Юƥ�šºf�е�ɱǃٰ�шٗ

ԤQњɴā͓ί̾ɱǃшƞллȈе

ٰ�шٗԤĊºQʰոɴ�шлńč

ԙńИčQ�

��������ʰոɴՒЮшлم©½ʰʩĎɱ

٪êQՒЮ̾ɱǃϸʩшϥεQ�ƥ

ϋφŸŭؚлφǳzٷǻέŴшã

�ƚjڄɱМИصeлȈшãףQص

̾ɱǃZŠшлφш�եºQճ̧ʰ

ƥлڄ؉مʰ©̾͘הшʩոQ�

 

 

Rчغү΄ƢS�

  
郭熙的《早春图》   

�	�
        Љ̧T´̾šшfƞлȈQ�

ƥĥǹш̟ÏƥαıјāдQ��ŋĎ

�ԢǕш̉Ӿڄŉȧل�ɃҶҀшл

٘Q�ӇŢ͓шлȈоY�ɱϛшɬ

ſQ��TԟлȩΣ̯̦̞٘ڄƟ̧

Љш�եºQЦƥ̞̦ƟÇоƥŖĥ

̆ȅĲЖ١؉Q�

��������̞̦Ɵ̧Σƺлڄʵ�ί̾ٗ

ԤQƟX̾ȩ̾ΣQѧȩĴǆǃшл

ڄϴϴؽ�ń٪ńѷ҆Qȩ٪ɴڄم

�Ӈ�Ɂ͓ѷ҆ʩQѧȩ̾ƠƠшؽ

ɩʃڄϼӑў̾ɱǎʋͧǬшͥQƚj̧̞̦ڄʵ�ɢɢ̸̸шͥZ̧

ce̾םȱڄTe�ƥԞXąͰ̾םΣQΣшŘ̾םՊQƟшYفo

�ҝўףԡԞQƟēםшҚҘɱϛڄŢםшɱψڄʵ�ƟɱǕƦեЦ�

�Qסץ

��������ʰף�ױɡлڄƚjףɡлœ̞̦ƟڄƘǲfÝ̧̞̦Qӭ^ףɡ

лń̾šńӣQǖ͝ʰƥƟ؉ڄʰʥճƥԞXׅąͰш�Tֿյֶӣl

ш̯٘Q�

�

钱选的《王羲之观鹅图》 

���������
ƥα؉ϣ͓ϣłڄT͒α̧مȖͻȥшēڄɄлX̧TeȖͻȥף��������

̧cŒһчԤшٴQƥȖͻ؉ҔўTeȻÖŸTeǳдQ��шŢ̾ם

TeلɃ٪ǆшͥͥڄXшřǬف̾�خӐԤш̾עڄՎԤшQʰոɴ

ԤӀşћǎʋQлȈƥ̎eХƷXǆĬе�ϚϚшٗԤ����њֿٗ�ף

͓ɸ؉ʩոɴИčŸɆQ�

��������лȈшšǮ̧؏ڄױ�

̧eȩΣлȈڄʵ��ӄɃ

лԗЄ̯Ж�Qʰף�ױɄ

лڄƚjʰոɴףɄлټԝ

�ɸڄӭ^ͥXшřǬлɴ

ɱˑ֥ڄĨăИčQ�

���������
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张泽端的《清明上河图》��
����� 

�Ա̧ٖ̐ͣM�;>=6ڄɡϭ�шл̧ɡνҘшMϞ̢XαƟNף    

C74�(8E4A��DA8=6�C74�'8=6<8=6��4BC8E0;N	ף�ɡɋչшлɱ̾šڄyɱǆQ

ɡνҘë�шKȩΣLлyɱ̾šQʰոɴףɡлɱ̾ʨʇڄƚj»

ŕ�њɜȔш̯٘ڄŸɜȔן�Ϟ̢ԧш̟ÏшƑɌΡQʰ̼ƑΉף

ɡлшαŸͥ̈́шٗԤQٗԤZǈ̢yZǈٹQЇБ̾עfƞИԤшȈ

ŸɛҟQЄʰɱƑΉףɡлڄǖ͝ʰ̧лȈڄʰȼ́؊лף���Q

ʰȼ́Ęâ��шԎͧףڄȝŕ�њњ��шןϞ̢ԧш̟Ï٪êшե

ʝځʰyȼ́ĘɱǃĚЖڄΜǖЛPДŸ٥Q³̧ʰոɴףɡȶӄɱϭ

ɡл̧fƞшՋǥlԺQףڄɜȔш̯٘ŸХƷɱӣQɱǃ�֘֘ڄ�

cɡлɱ̾šڄŗ́ʰ̹ƑΉɡνҘшлQЦƥףɡл̧ƥĥ�шĲ

Ж١Qʰɱȼ́ʰȕ͓ŕ�łњףɡлځ�

RϞ̢XαƟS 

王希孟的《千里江山图》���� 

�������Rĩ؉ΨȩƟŞʰ̼ƑΉшTɄлQף�Ʉл̯٘¨ӣخم؉ڄ�

̾ZŠٗԤшȩ͜�ǂ̾עڄօօǃǃшčшaղڄΜǖ֘ɱȖшԠP

ɱǃш̾עڄ�T�ʴǬҝҝQ�ׅčш̾šшfƞлΜףڄזɄлZ̧

е�ٗæԤшٗԤ͓лȩΣш̯٘ڄӭ̧ױе�ٗԤИčϛшƺԤPՎ

ԤPϚӐԤŸϛٸԤ͓ʥ֥ǆԗЄш̯ԤQ�

��������Rĩ؉ΨȩƟSшлȈ̧ĥǹшТȼǱQ�ƥĥǹш̟ÏڄТȼǱ̧

̼̾šш̯٘лȈqTQ��ƥ C74� <?4A80;�&08=C8=6��2034<H ǳzʄoл]

`ш̯٘лڄӭ^ڄ�ɷǼъɀ�ԗ̉�ǳzллQף�Ʉл̧ТȼǱĨä

Ȫш̟ÏлшQ��

��������ʰףױɄлшŁƚ̧ƚjףɄлшٗԤӇʰоY�ɱϛшĶ֥Qʰ

Z³ƑΉףɄлшٗԤڄӭ^yƑΉףɄлшӅ͚Qճ̧ʰ͓лףɄл

ш֓Ùڄʰ©ŒлT�ȩڄЄŢƥȩшēڄمʰ©ðлT�ΣQŗ́ڄ

ТȼǱ�лףɄлш̟Ïڄ�Ýл�ɱǃȩڄӭ^خ�ƥȩшēمл�ɱ

ǃΣ�ǂڄƥȩшŢمyл�ɱǃшΣŸօǃԠڄ�ŸʴǬҝҝQף�

ɱǕƦեЦ�ȩΣ̯٘Ÿ��qڄ؞�ȩњֿ͓ȝǕØƥΣшfףڄͧ

ʰyɎ֕ڄƥʰллш̟ÏڄɄлրʰʥֿ͓ףш�іɆբшʨƷQ؞

ǃеT�ʥ֥ƥ؉مQף�Ʉлyրʰȑfƞл̹̾ǃшêׂQ�

CHN202 学生中文作文展览 
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1

我整一俗人 

ɖÆш�ιǿTдίĖζ٪ڄشӭ٪شш�TԟZԇ

˙̾JʱӬ֘ZɉшʩŋZĎJɖÆшɉѼQ��

̊ȿԗШ̧ǆǃ̌�шǇʊڄȚÆՅƥXŀŀTȢڄyԛZɴ˿łQ

̙Ҙ٪شўшڄ��M̢Ǩўɿ¬ڄѓǆўΕ�QNʝʩĸȶή؊ɴ̙

�ǀĘQŒճҡįڄеԊǬ؉шTͩҞ͓дǯȝȶ׃ǅڄʢʨ̙ڄجր

֪ȎŸʇʥմ٫łڄŒ̧ʰӣǕшʫ́ӟףڅ�ʃɒQ�дʌ̧̙ɸΊ

ֶўу٦ўϵшؐc̗̾�ш̯٘Ÿ٭ĕшԵͺɊĤʯTeeЫ

TeeЫ¶ńӀʯ�Te��Ґʓڄί̾ɩЙPǆȖPٗԤшăčڄ¶

шҎڄ؞ʱӬףeҎ؞ȑ���̧͓֘ɉѼ^ǺӣшJʰ̧֘ڄMȑ�

ʰ�͓֘NQ��

ʱӬ½ԗȵZo٪شŕ�υɴؘnTڄ�ŸrڀºŠɽڄyZؔڄ

ЄͧTe̽ʸԇЍǺʰȈшȂĻڄŅ֖̀ӣǕш͙ԙũڄʰʥQ³r

ɒyŒճÿăшڀ�ǋĎȟеڂӚٮԘȗƥڄ�ɉѼͧńZһsڀ

ɩЙœ҃ף��ʯڅ¶ؘ̖ף˃�ڄɉѼͧшŠɽyZһsم؉ڃ؍

ؘ̖¶J̰Խ̢׳шЕҜ҉j҄˂ш�ЖڄրZһsɉѼшڀʱӬT͒

͒ȟȷð؉مԗзԗƥшƯΕˣʹڄЎԻԇěшŠ̟ɉϹuѹڄЄŢ

MuůڀѹNڄ�Ņ�qѹш�ɉϹuѹOOŴӭǀǞڄддZʓQ��

֏țڄѴ©̧c͙шڄճÕȘшҭϾŸƶՅؾڄճuյ҈͙шŠ̟ؾ�

ǃͧшдυʃɒɮɮ̾ě�ʰ�վϞԗȵш\ʔƕԎڄЄŢZȑўؗǬ

̙ƽԗƔڄʱ̧ȑўؗǬǆƽԗƔJƔҙč�шɸ؉̶ѳɮɮ½�ɸ̠

ѷʈڅҙƽسڄūɴր»ˀµԗȵшƎŻڄ»ƥؗǬŸؗǬqڄ؞�

̧ؗǬ؉م؉«ڄ«�̾مń̾�ؗǬڄeؗǬ؉مń̾»OOŴӭ

ǀǞڄддZʓQ��

e֎JɉϹuѹ̟Ɂў�ʰ�ʩĎʔףÚօʰеMѥʝN֙څ�шش٪

ɸшڄŕΏŕθшʆʛڄ�Mʰ�N̄ӳƦƔҙʆʛڄ˄ʱћɸш

ŠʝZɉڄyћɸшŠʝʔɸш®څʰؾ�ճшŒ̧ʰ�ԗȵш

ћȁʥζڄӭZ̧ʵ֡̓ɰڄԚֆ҃҃ڄҔƥcؗمǬfǉڄMʰ�N

шث\oǃĨUɇT͓қTΈյֶڄՖ֒ш̫ڄћĄшįһшڄ̫©

ԗȵш̫Qʰ�ZؾճʇӫʦʏPZǸҝɸЬڄٖʱפӭʇӫΑpP
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Students who are interested in business school can apply the BBA 
program during both the fall and the spring semester of their 
sophomore year. The application deadline for both semesters is one 
month after the semester starts. Students need to complete 56 
credits (if apply in the fall semester) or 60 credits (if apply in the 
spring semester) before applying the program. The credits can 
include AP credits but do not include credits from Health, PE, and 
PACE courses. Students also need to complete the following 
courses as pre-requisite (most of the courses have equivalent AP 
courses): Calculus I (AP Calculus AB and BC), Bus201 or 
Macroeconomics and Microeconomics (AP Macro and Micro 
economics), Bus350 (AP Statistics), Financial Accounting, and one 
of the Continuing Writing courses. We recommend students to 
finish all the pre-requisite courses in the freshmen year, but you can 
still apply the BBA program while you are enrolled in prerequisite 
coursework at the time of application. Besides pre-requisite 
courses, we also encourage students to complete as much GER as 
possible. 

The BBA Program Application consists of an application form 
which includes a personal statement and a resume, a letter of 
recommendation from a faculty member, and at least one non-
academic/service recommendation. We also require official, hard-
copy transcripts from all institutions attended outside of Emory or 
Oxford. The Writing Center in the College and the Business School 

BBA Program Application 

'4 7"2 BBA 2016 

Translated by Yuyang Ren 
Emory College 2017 

2

can help students to edit their personal statements and resumes. Most of 
the faculty members are willing to help the students with their letter of 
recommendation, and we recommend students to ask the professors who 
know you the best to write the letter for you. The leaders of the clubs and 
associations that you participate can help you to write the service 
recommendations. 

Students usually will receive their results by email after one month of the 
deadline of the application. The result usually includes four kinds: 
accept, hold, waiting list, and reject. A holding is usually because 
students haven’t finished all the pre-requisite courses, and the 
Administration Office wants to see the final grades for those pre-
requisite courses. If students are put into waiting list, then it is usually 
because the students are not good enough in some aspects and the 
Administration Office may ask more information from the students and 
reconsider the applications. Do not panic if you receive a hold or a 
waiting list, because you still have chances to be admitted, but the final 
results will come out during the vocation after the end of the semester.  

We highly recommend new students who already decided to apply for 
the BBA program to prepare early and finish as much pre-requisite and 
GER courses as possible in the freshman year. Meanwhile, do not forget 
to participate in activities. 
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1. CHANEL BROW PENCIL 

Chanel’s double-tip brow pencil comes with a pencil and a brush that can be replaced 
according to personal preferences. The pencil has excellent flexibility that helps to 
produce an even and long lasting line. The best effect can be achieved by interchanging 
the techniques of lining and brushing. The pencil contains high-density brow powder 
that anneals to your skin for as long as 8 hours without getting smudged. There’s a 
choice of five different tones of color that perfectly suits everyone especially Asians.  

TIPS: using this brow pencil to depict a bold line along your eyebrow or smudging the 
ends with the brush will add a special delicacy and 3D effect to your makeup. 

 

Water Resistant Color Makeup Brands: Have a Refreshing Summer! 

2. SMASHBOX PHOTO FINISH 

Photo finish is one of SMASHBOX’s bestsellers. It smoothens the skin around sweat 
pores, making your face soft and silky. The product leaves no trace or scent and 
contains rich vitamin to protect and moisturize your skin. Apply the photo finish before 
the foundation will help the foundation stick and spread evenly. Compared with the 
MAC foundation primer, the photo finish is better at making the skin appear young and 
fresh.  

TIPS: apply to face after skin care products (apply less to T areas and chin area where 
skin is oily). Gently tap from inside out to achieve the best effect. 

3.BENEFIT DR. FEELGOOD: the perfect skin oil-controlling foundation 

The famous “Dr. Feel Good” is the new formula for delicate, smooth and non-oily skin! 
It’s the perfect skin oil-controlling foundation with no color and has a light deposit. It 
can fix imperfections and lines on the skin to achieve a softening and polishing effect. It 
can also protect and strengthen the skin from harmful stimulants so that the skin 
becomes healthier. Moreover, it has surprising effect on oil controlling that keeps skin 
pink and silky without a loss of moisture. 

TIPS: can be applied directly on to the skin or after makeup. Can limit use to T area 
only or the whole face. 

4. GIVENCHY PRISME FOUNDATION (ASIA)  

The Prisme Foundation achieved gentle, bright, and soft skin texture by mixing three 
different color tones in one set. Particles evenly lay themselves on top of the skin and 
make the skin gentle and moist as if it’s sparkling. The makeup does not easily fall of 
and the matte mica component in the product can effectively vaporize sweats without 
smudging the makeup. Also, the product prevents colors from fading thus protecting 
the makeup and keeps it beautiful for a long period of time.  

TIPS: use the darker tone around the orbit, cheeks, and sides of the nose. Use the lighter 
tone to brighten up the makeup and achieve a 3D effect. 

5. HR LASH QUEEN FELINE BLACKS MASCARA WATER PROOF 

With the newest formula, the Lash Queen Feline Blacks Mascara combines length, 
thickness, shape, and waterproof into one product. The inspiration simulates thick, 
long, and curly eyelashes with the just as the best leather feathers that’s glossy and 
elastic. This mascara adds an elegant and sexy element in your aura with absolutely no 
splits or blots on your lashes.  

TIPS: when removing the mascara, split up the makeup remover onto two cotton sheets 
and lay them on the eye to achieve better effect. 
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We are in April now! It is time to lose some weight and build us a perfect figure. If you do not try to keep fit now, you will 
gradually become sad and your body will become out of shape. And your dear boyfriend may even leave you because of that! 
Oops! At that time you may not want to leave your room then, which results in gaining more and more weight! Finally you 
are going to be trapped in an infinite circle. So now how do you feel about it? Are you on the right track of losing weight? 

1) Cucumber-with-pear juice It 
could clear away excess heat and 
moisten your lung. 
 
Ingredients: two small cucumbers 
and a pear 

2) Banana-with-orange juice 
 
Ingredients: two oranges and a 
banana. 

3) Orange-with-pineapple juice 
 
Ingredients: an orange and parts of 
pineapple 

 
It’s spring! Let’s have some juice! 

4) Lotus juice; it could clear away 
the excess heat 
 
Ingredients: some lotus 

 Mango juiceڃ5
 
Ingredients: a mango 
 

 Pear-with-grape juiceڃ6
 
Ingredients: half of the pear and 
some grapes 

 Carrot-with-ginger juice: itڃ7
could help you lose weight 
 
Ingredients: a carrot, an apple and 
two pieces of ginger 
 

 Celery-with-pear juice; it couldڃ8
help clear the toxic material in your 
system 
 
Ingredients: two sticks of celery, half 
of a pear and half of a lemon 

 Apple-with-orange juiceڃ9
 
Ingredients: an apple and an orange 

B4 
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IES Abroad-Rome 

General: The ISE program, which is abroad in Rome, is held by Emory 
College. Students can apply through Emory CIPA and financial aid is 
also feasible. Students can be on this program in sophomore and junior 
year, but studying one-semester Italian is the language prerequisite. 

Home: Students can live with homestay or in apartments. Homestay 
will include all breakfasts and three-day dinners. Usually, each student 
has his or her own homestay family, but sometimes two students can 
live in one family. It could be possible to exchange between homestay 
and apartments. 

Transportation: It is really convenient to take bus and trains. The ticket 
cost 1.5 Euros once or probably 35 Euros per month. 

Food: There is no China Town in Rome, but students can find many 
Chinese restaurants and Chinese supermarket near the central station. 
Apparently, Italy is really famous for its different kinds of spaghetti 
and pasta. It is great to live with homestay, because homestay mom 
will cook very orthodox Italian food and gelato ice creams. Moreover, 
food in the supermarkets is cheaper and more delicious than that of 
supermarket in Atlanta. Carbonara spaghetti, pesto pasta, tiramisu, 
gelato con panna, and prosciutto crudo are most recommended; as for 
pizza, pizza margherita of Naples is most authentic. 

Course: there is usually two classes very week. One is taken in the 
classroom and another one is the field study. Field study is more 
popular, because professors will take students to almost all the most 
famous and interesting places in Rome. Students can go visiting not 
only without tickets but also with professors’ introductions. In 
addition, it is possible to study in the domestic universities and apply 
for internships 

If students who are in business school want to apply this program, 
they can defer offer one semester to one year, or instead, apply 
business school when study abroad.  

Additionally, if someone wants to apply this program, please contact 
me. 

Learning Arabic in Morocco 

Learning Arabic in Morocco is a unique experience for students. 
Morocco, located in northwest, incorporates diversified cultures. As a 
country with Arabian culture, it is still a Islamic kingdom. At the same 
time, only separated by the Strait of Gibraltar, Morocco’s culture is also 
affected by the southern Iberian culture. Under the rule of France for 
fifty years also gives the country European culture. Until now, French 
is still one of the official languages of Morocco. This special mix of 
cultures makes Morocco fascinating to people all over the world.  

Study Abroad 

B3 

3

I know that finding a job in the U.S. is difficult, because I have received 
more than 20 letters rejection letter, or even more nothing heard from 
the companies I applied. But I know there are some people who are 
important to me have always supported me, so I had never thought of 
giving up. 

I know comparing to Ivy universities, Emory is not worth mentioning. 
But I always believe that if we work together, we can fight our way 
through this intense situation. Our alumni is Blackstone's CIO, and our 
seniors have offers from major investment banks. 

4

Today I was lucky enough to be selected to share my story, but I still 
have many things to learn. There are a lot of people who are more 
excellent than me in Emory, so just talking to people and improving 
yourself. When an opportunity knocks on your door, it will be easy 
enough for you to get it. 

Believe in yourself. 

I wish you all a pleasant summer 

2

Vienna program (1) 

I had a wonderful time in Vienna, Austria studying German last 
summer. I felt very fortunate to take German 201 and 202 there 
because unlike what’s taught here on campus, these two classes were 
redesigned to include what’s unique about Vienna. I got to learn 
about the Viennese history, music, arts, architecture and of course a 
lot of German from discussions in class, reading assignments and 
frequent excursions to museums, coffee houses, etc. The study was 
sometimes pretty stressful and challenging because each day in 
Vienna was equivalent to a week at school, but there were still ways 
to both manage coursework and explore the beautiful city at the 
same time. Students got reimbursed up to twenty Euros for each 
extracurricular activity that was related to German, so going to 
concerts, musicals and sightseeing was a must. On weekends and 
during breaks, there were plenty of opportunities to travel around 
Austria and even Europe. Public transportation was very convenient, 
which made life a lot easier.  I strongly recommend this program to 
everyone. 

Vienna program (2) 

Last summer I attended the Emory German Studies summer abroad 
program in Vienna.  

I stayed with a Filipino Austrian family. They are very friendly and 
warm-hearted. Everyday they cooked various traditional Viennese 
food or Philippine food, and helped me to know better about 
Austrian culture and German language. 

I took two German classes and a music class in Vienna. Our German 
courses were designed tightly connected to the Austrian local 
culture. Vienna is famous for its café houses. So one of our topics of 
the course is the café house and coffee culture in Vienna. We took our 
class in one of most famous café house in Vienna, where we drank 
coffee and tried delicious pastries while learning literature works in 
German related to the topic.  

Vienna is known as the “capital of music”. It was amazing for us to 
take music courses there. We learned the Vivaldi’s “four seasons” in 
class, and later that day we could listen to the pieces in concert held in 
Karlkirche, where Vivaldi was buried. Vienna is a place where you 
can enjoy the music and emerge into the world of msic. 

This experience of studying Vienna left me one of best memories of 
my life. Within 42 days Vienna successfully made me can’t help 
loving this city. 

 

Translated by Shuran Hua, Heyu Lu 
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Three weeks ago, I wouldn’t believe that I could actually find an 
internship here in the US. I was planning about going back to China for 
an internship. It will be a happy thing for me to go home because I can 
be with my parents. When the partner of a company called me, I was 
confused because I thought he asked me to deliver pizzas for him. 

First of all, getting the internship is half due to my luck. If it is not 
because of some opportunities, I won’t even have a chance. Therefore, I 
appreciate everyone who helped me, and I am willing to share my 
internship-seeking experiences with everyone. Since I just got the 
internship, I am still learning; I can’t coach you for finding an 
internship. I will, however, share my stories with you. Hope you can 
learn something from it. 

1. Accumulation�

Just like many Finance students, my dream is to become an investment 
banker. So I started to learn systematically about Finance and 
Investment Banking during the summer of freshman year. Because I 
had a steady basis of financial accounting, with Investopedia (the 
finance version of Wikipedia), learning materials was not difficult for 
me. I read two books at that time: Introduction to Investment Banking, 
Hedge Fund and Private Equity (by David P.Stowell) and investment 
banking (by Rosenbaum Pearl). The first book systematically 
introduced IB, HF and the functions of PE companies, giving me an 
overall understanding of the finance industry; the second book 
discussed about four core appraisal methods (Precedent Transaction, 
public comps, DCF and LBO) towards Merger & Acquisitions. When 
sophomore years started, I had basic understanding of the fiancé 
world. During the knowledge-seeking process, many upperclassmen 
helped me to solve questions. 

During my first semester of my sophomore year, besides paying 
attention to IB consulting, I also watched investment things on 
YouTube, for example, the definition of ETF, Mutual Fund, derivatives 
and arbitrage. The knowledge all helped me a lot during my 
interviews. 

When the first semester of my sophomore year almost ended, I 
participated in a school’s GIMG group, and analyzed stocks in the 
group. During the process, I learned how to use databases, read 
financial ratios, read investor relation section etc. Even though I didn’t 
take classes related to those, I started to have foundation in the 
investment aspect. 

Above were all the knowledge I had for IB and Investment 
management. Those were not solid and thorough knowledge, but 
brought me great advantages during interviews. 

2. Networking  

I never realized how important networking was until getting this 
internship. I suddenly understand that networking is like building a 
house on the foundation. 

During my first semester of sophomore year, I started the hard process 
of cold calling. I talked to many people, including bankers in IB, juniors 
and seniors who got offers and Finance professors. Sometimes I even 
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added random people who share articles about IB on Renren, and 
talked to them as much as possible (I later met someone who worked 
for Goldman Sachs who gave me a lot of great advices). I gradually 
understood more details about the industry, which books didn’t 
provide, and I got many advices for job hunting and career 
development. 

Most importantly, this networking process exercised my English and 
communication skills, and helped me gradually blend into the 
American culture. In my later interviews, I had a great time talking to 
interviewers, and even became friends with them. The one principle 
about networking is: Talk to more people. 

3. Opportunity 

In the past year, I have applied for around 30 job shadow / internship 
/ part time positions, and eventually I got only two interviews, three 
offers (including one sophomore program). The success rate is not 
high. And the experience that I got my current internship is also quite 
a coincidence, which is why I said at the beginning, "50 percent luck." 

In 2014 Spring Break, I stayed in Atlanta for some personal reasons. At 
that time Atlanta Office wants to recruit an intern, and a junior T in 
Emory was doing internships there, so he decided to recommend an 
Emory person. He found another junior A, and asked him whether 
there are suitable candidates. Because A and I had worked together as 
academic assistants, and now we work together in the GIMG, so he 
took my resume and past it to T. 

T thought my resume good enough, so he gave me a 20-minute call 
and asked a few questions, which is the first round of interview. 
Because of my excellent performance, he immediately past my 
resume to an analyst C. C gave me a call after one week. This call is 
more formal than the first one, and he asked some common interview 
question, including some investment issues. Because I have done 
some preparation before the call, the second round interview is also 
smoothly. I soon received a third round of interviews. 

The office interview is the most challenging one. In the three and a 
half hours’ interview, an analyst, an associate, two partners, one HR 
interviewed me including behavioral question, the stock market 
valuations and investment banking (as I mentioned I wanted to do 
investment banking), Excel capabilities, puzzles and more. If there is 
no previous accumulation, I would never finish this interview. After 
the interview, a partner and I had a chat, talking about some relaxing 
topics such as Bruce Lee and the Rock band. When I came out from 
the office, I feel so relaxed and throw my pressure far away. I sent a 
thanks letter to all the people who interviewed me, then I had no 
expectations. However, after just one day, the partner who talked 
about Bruce Lee with me gave me a phone call and told me I am in. 

4. Summary 

In fact, my experience is nothing more than three points : (1) the 
accumulation of knowledge 2 Networking 3 opportunities. If I did not 
accumulate knowledge about the industry, I would have no chance to 
get internships. If I did not go to network, I would not have the ability 
to communicate with people, and more importantly, would not get to 
know the A who helped to pass my resume. 

(See B5) 
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The third annual Emory Global China Connection China Summit was successfully held on March 29th, 2014. The Summit officially started at around 10am and ended 
at around 3pm. Students and professionals who were interested in contemporary Chinese politics, business, and culture gathered together in Emory University, learning 
China together.  

For this Global China Summit, Emory Global China Connection invited various experts on China to be the judges of the case competition. Judges included Ms. 
Penelope Prime who is the co-founder of the China Research Center, Professor Gorden Streeb who is the former ambassador to Zambia and a current Economics professor at 
Emory, Dr. Yawei Liu who is the current China Program director of the Carter Center etc. The final round participants were the top four teams by popular votes in the first 
round of the China Summit case competition. They were respectively from Emory University, Emory University-Oxford campus, and South Carolina University. In the 
morning session, four teams delivered presentations either on “Ghost Town” theme or “Air Pollution” theme to the general audience. In their presentations, they not only 
pinpointed their understanding of the background information, but also proposed various creative solutions of the challenges that China right now faces. For example, Team 
Hippo from Emory University addressed the issue of air pollution from a micro-level by proposing the widespread usage of a specific type of plant for reducing the level of air 
pollution in China. In the afternoon session of the Summit, four teams participated in a U.S.-China Dialogue simulation about the dispute over the Korean Peninsula. Team 
members role-played respectively as Chinese government officials, American government officials and Korean government officials. This simulation aimed to deepen the 
mutual understanding of the U.S.-China bilateral relationship. During the simulation, participants were negotiating various acute topics, including the usage of nuclear 
weapons and refugee issues. Judges evaluated their performance during the simulation.  
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Along with the flower's bloom and the warm breeze in the air, 
spring is showing its energy at Emory. 

Another semester is slowing coming to an end, it is the pleasure 
of Sino-Emory Newsletter to accompany you throughout all these times. We 
were established one year ago, and with time past, more and more enthusiastic 
people come to join our group. From the initial four people, SEN had 
developed into a group of 35 editors. Thank you so much for your support!! 
We promise that we will present the readers with excellence news as usual. 

In this special edition for our first anniversary, we had include a 
large range of topics: the internship experience of outstanding students, the 
recommendation of summer program, tips for keeping fit, evaluations of skin 
care and cosmetics, and novels by Emory students. There is always a page that 
will suit your interest. Additionally, we also release a special edition for 
incoming 2018ers, and it had already been put into their parcels along with 
their I-20. 

In your wonderful years of Emory experience, SEN will always be 
there for you. 

         GCC Summit ������������
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